Abstract. We prove that if we have two self-adjoint operators (bounded or not) and if their product is normal, then it is self-adjoint provided a certain condition is satisfied.
Introduction
In 2000 E. Albrecht and P. G. Spain [1] proved that if we have two bounded selfadjoint operators K, H and if K satisfies σ(K) ∩ σ(−K) ⊆ {0} (we shall call this condition on the spectrum of K condition C), then HK normal implies HK selfadjoint. The proof was given in a more general context of Banach algebras, hence the result in B(H) was just a consequence of the main theorem in that paper. However, nothing was said about the case when at least one of the operators is unbounded. In this paper we answer this question positively, i.e. if K is a bounded self-adjoint operator satisfying condition C and if H is any unbounded self-adjoint operator, then the result holds. Even when both K and H are unbounded selfadjoint operators such that K satisfies condition C, the result also holds.
In the end we give a counterexample that shows that the product of two unbounded self-adjoint operators, when it has a normal closure, is not necessarily essentially self-adjoint (here the notion of essentially self-adjoint means that the operator has a self-adjoint closure) even when condition C is satisfied.
We assume basic definitions and notions about unbounded operators. For this literature see [5] or [2] . The operators dealt with are defined either on a Hilbert space or on a dense domain of a Hilbert space depending on their boundedness.
We also note that one can prove the result of Albrecht-Spain without calling on the theory of Banach algebras which was used in [1] . The proof is given below.
Results
We recall the Albrecht-Spain theorem: 
. We do the same to the powers of K until we get
. This shows that P (K) and H commute, i.e. P (K)H ⊂ HP (K).
As the set of polynomials (that are defined on a compact set; here it is σ(K)) is dense in the set of continuous functions we can say that there is a sequence of polynomials P n s.t. P n → f in the supremum norm on σ(K).
This implies that
Remark 2. One only needs the closedness of H in this lemma.
Theorem 3. Let H be a densely defined self-adjoint operator and let
But N and N * are both normal, so by means of the Fulglede-Putnam theorem
and H commute in the sense of the definition given above. Now the function 
Corollary 1. Let K be a bounded positive self-adjoint operator and let H be any unbounded self-adjoint operator. Then if HK is normal (resp. KH is normal), it is self-adjoint (resp. it is self-adjoint).
Now the case where both K and H are unbounded. The result is also true. Besides, one has a generalization of the Fuglede-Putnam theorem with rather stronger conditions.
Theorem 5. If N is an unbounded normal operator and if
Proof. Let us consider the ball B R = {z ∈ C||z| ≤ R}. Let P BR be the spectral projection for N defined on the Borel set B R . N has the following spectral decomposition:
It does not matter whether N or N * is inside the norm. Let us restrict K to the Hilbert space RanP BR (in the sequel RanP BR will be denoted by H R ). We claim that K : 
Proof. Obvious since D(N ) = D(HK) ⊂ D(K).

Theorem 6. Let K, H be two unbounded self-adjoint operators such that σ(K) ∩ σ(−K) ⊆ {0}. If HK is normal, then it is self-adjoint.
Proof. Set N = HK. We have
Then from Corollary 2 we can say that
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5 we can say that for ϕ ∈ RanP Bn we have
Now take the same function f taken in the proof of Theorem 3 to get
We now use the orthogonal decomposition H n = RanK KerK for the K restricted to H n . We have N = N * on RanK and both 0 on KerK. Hence N = N * on H n . This shows that N n (N n is just N restricted to H n ) is self-adjoint. Hence σ(N n ) ⊆ R for all n and then σ(N ) ⊆ R and a normal operator with a real spectrum is self-adjoint. Thus HK is self-adjoint.
Corollary 3. Let K,H be two densely defined self-adjoint operators such that K is positive. If HK is normal, then it is self-adjoint.
Remark 3. We have seen that the result is true for any couple of self-adjoint operators regardless of their boundedness and provided condition C is satisfied. However, the hypothesis "HK normal" cannot be replaced by "HK having a normal closure". Here we give a counterexample.
A counterexample
Let us consider the operators K and H defined as
where
K is obviously positive so that it does satisfy condition C. We also know that those two operators are self-adjoint on the given domains. N = HK is defined on D(HK), that is,
where the derivative is taken in the distributional sense.
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The operator N is densely defined since it contains C ∞ 0 (R) (the space of C ∞ functions that have a compact support). It is not closed but it has a closed extension N defined on D(N ), which consists of the L 2 -functions s.t. |x|f is in L 2 (R) where |x|f is a distribution on R\{0}, by N f = −i|x|f ± if.
We need to check that N is closed on this domain with respect to the graph norm of N .
). f n → f , then in the distributional sense we have f n → f . On R\{0} we have |x|f n → |x|f . By uniqueness of the limit g = |x|f for almost every x, hence we have the equality in L 2 (R). This tells us that N is closed in this domain. The operator N is a closed extension of N . It is in fact the closure of N , and this will be shown once we have shown that C ∞ 0 (R\{0}) is dense in D(N ) with respect to the graph norm of N .
The set of the functions in D(N ) that have compact support that is away from the origin will be denoted by D(N ) Ω * . Now take f n = k n * f which is in C ∞ 0 (R\{0}) if f has the support Ω * . We need to check that f n → f in the graph norm of N . The convergence of f n to f in the
Lemma 2. C
Proof. Let us find a sequence f n in D(N ) Ω * and let us show that f n → f in the graph norm of N . Take f n = f.ϕ n where
0 o t h e r w i s e . 1 The graph norm in this case is defined as f 2
, but the two norms are equivalent.
We have suppf n ⊆suppf ∩suppϕ n ⊆suppϕ n where 0 / ∈suppϕ n . One can show that ϕ n tends to 1 pointwise. Also ϕ n exists almost everywhere. We need to show that f n → f in the graph norm of N .
The first bit of the integral tends to zero again by the D.C. 
